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ABSTRACT
Holography is a modern imaging technique which was created by the research and
applications of numerous physicists, chemists, mathematicians and engineers, and which
is still being continue to develop. With this technique, recording and storage of the light
and sound and reconstruction of them at the desired time and space is intended. Mainly
used in scientific and technological research and applications, holography, also began to
be used increasingly in the field of art in many countries, by the time many artists had
discovered the artistic potential of this technique in the 1960s. Holography is a technique
that include many hologram types. Some of these types could be used in the holographic
art, however each hologram type is not appropriate for artistic use. In order to
understand which of them could be used in art, firstly classification of this technique as
well as the types should be known. In this study, holograms are classified, and hologram
types used in the holographic art,and holographic art terms are examined.
Keywords: Holography, hologram, holographic art, classification of holograms, types of
hologram, terminology of holographic art,
INTRODUCTION
In 1947, Hungarian scientist Dennis Gabor who’s an electrical engineer and physicist is
the first who find the technique and gives it the name of Holography (Hecth, 2010). With
this technique, all the features of the waves; wave intensity (wave height ); wave color
(wavelength) and wave direction (wave vibration angle) are recorded, stored and reconstructed (Onural, 2008). Previously, holography was a technique which is used only in
laboratories, afterwards it increasinly has began to be used in more and more areas.
Artistic potential of holography was discovered by a small group towards the end of the
1960s. Holography has a process which’s similar to the history of photography in terms
of technical improvements, market demand and artistic acceptance. The artistic
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acceptance of the holography and the evaluation of it as a separate art form is based on
the post-1980s (Johnston, 2006).
Holograms are produced by different techniques in holography, so that there are many
different kinds of holograms. Knowledge of the classification of holography and the used
varieties in understanding and evaluating the holographic art will contribute significantly
to the preference of which type of hologram will be preferred. Therefore, in the study
firstly the classification of holograms described and afterwards the hologram types which
are frequently used in the holographic art is explicated (Işık, 2014).
CLASSIFICATION OF HOLOGRAMS
Holograms can be classified under the following headings (Işık, 2012):
Use and Study Area. There are many holograms which are used in many areas and for
different purposes such as optics, electronics, medicine, IT, architecture, museology, art,
culture, industry, military and security. These are classified according to the use and
examination purposes under the headings like medical holograms, art holograms and
security holograms etc.
Optic and Electronic Elements. Different kinds of holograms arise according to the
holographic optical elements (HOE) such as lenses, mirrors, filters, prisms and etc. and
holographic electronic elements (HEE) such as electrons, crystal displays, cameras,
computers, etc. which are used in hologram recording and re-construction.
Holographic Object. Holographic object can refer to an object which is dead or alive,
with or without motion as well as it can refer to the sound frequency, microscopic
organisms, electrons which are so small to be seen visibly and subatomic particles. Also
sometimes a hologram may be the object of another hologram (fig.1). Depending on the
nature of the holographic object different hologram varieties are emerging.
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Fig. 1. Copy an
nd Multiplic
cation Holo
ogram’s Ho
ologram.
Photo. by Vildan Işık, Hangyo
o Int. Corp. R&D Centerr Holography Lab., Seoul-S.Korea.

Fig
g. 2. Develo
oping/Blea
aching.
Photo. by Vildan Işık, Hangyo
o Int. Corp. R&D Centerr Holography Lab., Seoul-S.Korea.

Fiig. 3. Colorr / Illumina
ation.
Photo. by Vildan Işık, Hangyo
o Int. Corp. R&D Centerr Holography Lab., Seoul-S.Korea.

Fig. 4.
4 Illumina
ation / Dim
mensions.
Photo. by Vildan Işık, Hangyo
o Int. Corp. R&D Centerr Holography Lab., Seoul-S.Korea.
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Referance and Object Beam. Different types of holograms have emerged depending
on the positions, numbers and the angles of the reference and object beams used in
holographic recording. There could be different hologram types such as reflection,
transmission, single beam, off-axis, on-axis.
Copy and Multiplication. Copying and reconstruction of holograms with various analog
or digital methods is possible (fig.1). These methods are generally grouped under the
following headings:
Broken Hologram. A holographic plate/film preserves all of the information
belonging to the whole in all of its pieces even if it is broken. Each of the broken pieces
may be used as a master hologram. This feature is not available in every type of
hologram. Transmission-H1 holograms are that like holograms.
Hologram's Hologram. Making a hologram to be the object of another hologram
and producing a new hologram is possible. These could be defined as copy hologram or
H2, H3 etc. White light transmission, rainbow and multi-channel holograms are of this
type.
Developing Phase. Some holograms has been going through a bathroom process in the
dark room after the record. In this process which the recorded image is stabilized, to
increase the transparency and gloss of the hologram also a bleaching operation is applied
with chemicals (fig.2). This type hologram which become transparent by bleaching is
called phase hologram. Artists often uses bleached phase holograms to show the 'back' of
the hologram to the viewer.
Color. Different kinds of hologram arises according to the usage of red, blue, green laser
beams individually or by a combination (fig.3,4). These are different hologram types such
as achromatic, true color, pseudo colorand, multi color.
Illumination. Depending on the method they’re recorded, holograms are displayed in
different ways and are sorted accordingly (fig.3,4). Some holograms are visible with laser,
some in a special light reference, and some in an ordinary light reference or daylight. For
example, transmission-H1 holograms are visible with laser, whereas holograms such as
rainbow, solar embossed hologram can be seen in ordinary light.
Construction Stages. To define the holograms according to their construction stages H1
and H2 symbols are used. In some types, for example in sandwich holograms H3, H4
symbols are also used (Tornare, 2007). H1; is a single step hologram which can be used
as a master hologram. This is the direct recording of the laser beam as a one step
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operation from the object. The symbol of H2 is used to define a copy hologram which is
the hologram of a hologram or a two step hologram (MIT, 2001).
Dimensions. Dimensions is pointing to the hologram size as well as to x, y, z planes
(fig.4). It is possible to classify the holograms according to their size in three different
ways:
Thick and Thin Holograms.
Thick hologram points to the volume and thinhologram points to the plane.
Small and Large-Scale Holograms. Size definition, an edge with new techniques,
it usually ranges from 60 cm to large is called large-scale hologram. Produced
many hologram size is quite small, but nowadays can produce 3 m2 white light
transmission hologram.
Dimensional Holograms.
1D hologram is the linear record of one of the x, y or z-axis data. One-dimensional sound
frequencies’ holographic record is done in acoustical hologram.
2D hologram is used to define the holographic recording material such as glass or film,
the holographic printings without parallax effects however which various colors could be
seen and the holographic projection without parallax effects.
2D/3D hologram is used to define holographic recorded surface and the dimensions of
this surface. The 3D identification here refers to the paralaxe property of holograms, and
to the real and virtual area or the distance between the images which’re recorded over
and over on a single surface. 2D/3D identification is used for many kinds of holograms
that are used frequently by the artists (fig.4) and for some holographic printings used in
security systems.
3D hologram is used to mean to display a shiny, transparent, three-dimensional
hologram which is visible from every point and which you can go around them.
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Fiig. 5. Refle
ection Holo
ogram
Anaïtt Arutunoff Stephens, Scearching,
S
1997, pulse
e laser refle
ection hologrram (artin-holograp
phy.org. 199
96).

Fig. 6. Transm
mission Ho
ologram
Al Razutis, Pose, 2007, master transmis
ssion hologrram and mo
odel (alchem
mists.com)

Fig. 7. Denisyuk Reflection Hologram
m
Yuri Denisy
yuk with his reflection h
hologram (vanrenesseconsulting.co
om).
TYPES OF
O HOLOGR
RAM USED IN HOLOG
GRAPHIC ART
Reflectio
on Hologra
am. These holograms c
can be H1 and
a
H2 as well
w
as they can be sing
gle
color and
d multicolorred. During recording, reference and object light is in the opposite
direction of recordin
ng material in its reprod
duction, it has
h to be illu
umunated frrom the front
with 450 white light. Field dep
pth of refle
ection holog
grams is sm
maller than transmissio
on
hologram
ms. Virtual and
a
real ima
age are limited by app
proximately 25-30 cm. Despite thiis,
reflection
n hologram preserves its parallax perspective
e as horizon
ntal and vertical. In th
his
hologram
ms bleaching are very important because th
hese hologrrams have a very sma
all
Margaret Benyon’sTig
er
amount of natural brightness
s (Leonardo
o, 2001). Examples:
E
B
Girl1985, Patrick Boyd’sLucy in a Tin Hat 1
1988, Harrie
et Casdin-Silver’sCoda 1990s
1
and To
T
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Van Eyck
k and Bosh
h2004, Alex
xander’sSurp
prise 1992,, Ana Maria
a Nicholson’sApril 1990
0s
(fig.9), Rudie
R
Berkhout’s Lift--Off 2001, Anaït Arutu
unoff Steph
hens’s Scea
arching 199
97
(fig.5).
A master orr copy holo
ogram in w
which the im
mage can be
b
Transmiission Hollogram. “A
viewed when
w
a light reference passes thrrough the re
ecording medium, som
mewhat like a
slide. Wh
hen a transm
mission holo
ogram is a m
master holog
gram, it is rreconstructe
ed using lase
er
light. Co
opy transmission holog
grams, howe
ever, are illluminated with white light, and in
some cases, can be
e viewed with a mercury or a sod
dium lamp” (Leonardo, 2001: 379
9).
e“is viewed with laser liight, usually
y of the sam
me type used
d to make the recording.
This type
The virtu
ual image can
c
be very
y sharp and
d deep. Cap
ptures an im
mage of a subject
s
muc
ch
bigger th
han the holographic plate or film
m sheet that records the hologram
m. Reflectio
on
hologram
ms cannot do this easily
y.Have an image can be
b projected
d onto a screen or othe
er
surface with
w
a laserr. Can be broken into small pieces whereby each piece still contain
ns
the entirre image” (JJeong and Jeong, 2005
5). Examples
s: Paula Dawson’s To Absent
A
Frien
nd
(1989), Al
A Razutis’s Pose 2007 (fig.6).
uk Hologra
am. This ho
ologram fou
und by Juri N. Denisyu
uk in Russiia, 1961 is a
Denisyu
hologram
m of reflectio
on in which a single las
ser beam forr object and
d reference beam (fig.7
7).
These ho
olograms arre the first visible H1 holograms seen in white light. De
espite havin
ng
generally
y quite a sm
mall depth, an extreme
ely realistic image of an object can be viewed.
For the brightness
b
and
a
clarity of
o the hologrram, as in all
a reflection
n holograms
s, in Denisyu
uk
hologram
m as well, recorded image
i
shou
uld be stab
bilized by developing and cleare
ed
afterward
ds. Denisyu
uk hologram
m has been a kind mosttly used in a
arts to reco
ord invaluab
ble
objects in museums
s for the doc
cumentation
n of objects (Leonardo, 2001; obell.ee.uwa.edu,
2011). Examples:
E
Al
A Razutis’s
sNewtonian Galactic As
ssembly Lin
ne 1974-76
6, Wenyon &
Gamble’s
s Biblyograp
phy 1992.

Fig
g. 8. White
e Light Tran
nsmission Hologram - WLT
(a) Sttephen A. Benton, Crys
stal Beginnin
ng, 1977, white
w
light transmission hologram,
30,4
48 x 30,48 cm, Eve Rittscher Collec
ction (b) Sttephen A. Be
enton with his
h work
(
(www.holop
hile.com. 20
009).
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White Light
L
Trans
smission Hologram
H
– WLT. It is also known as Bentton hologram
because it was deve
eloped by Stephen
S
Ben
nton in the USA in 196
69 (fig.8 a,b
b). It is a H2
H
hologram
m which was
s produced from maste
er hologram. Benton’s w
works broug
ght important
developm
ment not on
nly scientific
c but also a
artistic as well
w
as com
mmercial are
eas (mit.edu,
2003). Especially
E
W
WLT
hologram
ms can be seen in day
ylight and c
can be hung
g on the wa
all
and thes
se reasons played
p
very important role increas
sing of artisttic potentiall of hologram
(Johnston, 2005). Thus,
T
as an artistic device, artists started
s
to use
u
hologram
ms which ca
an
n, led or ord
dinary light bulb instea
ad of makin
ng hologram
ms
be seen in daylight or halogen
that

can

be

see
en

only

w
with

a

la
aser.

Exam
mples:

Rud
die

Berkho
out’s

12mW

978,Setsuo Ishii’s Frozen Time1983, Sam Moree’s Ph
hoenix 461
1996, Harriet
Boogie19
Casdin-S
Silver’s Ian 1994,
1
Richard Kostelanetz’s On Ho
olography 19
978 (fig.11).

Fig
g. 9. Pulse Laser Holo
ogram
a Nicholson, April, 1990
0s, approx. 50
5 x 60 cm,, silver halid
de holographic film. Model:
Ana Maria
K
Korean
danc
cer April Yao
o (anamaria
anicholson.c
com).

Fig. 10. Multi Channel
C
Ho
ologram
Vildan Işık
k, HoloSuret-V, 2012, two
t
channell reflection hologram,
h
1
19 x 23,5 cm
m, silver halide
holograp
phic film, center wiev. Produced
P
pla
ace: Hangyo
o Int. Corp. R&D Center Holograph
hy
Lab
b., Seoul-S.K
Korea. (Işık, 2012).
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Fig. 11. Hologrraphic Sterreogram.
Lloyd G.
G Cross (b.. 1934) with
h oil lens in 1977. Credit: Courtesy
y of the Mas
ssachusetts
Institu
ute of Techn
nology Muse
eum, Cambrridge, Massa
achusetts (JJohnston, 20
006: 179).
aser Holog
gram. Pulse
e laser is a firm
f
solid sta
ate laser sp
preading com
mplying lights
Pulse La
in short and non-pe
ermanent form. This las
ser is used to record an
nimate obje
ects and viv
vid
O
only being
b
able to
t record inanimate and static objjects, with the
t
advent of
scenes. Once
this laserr now it is possible
p
to record anim
mate objects
s such as humans, animals, flowers
as well as active inanimate objects suc
ch as fallin
ng water, s
soap bubble
es, scattere
ed
feathers and popcorrn with the help
h
of puls
sating laser. The develo
opment of pulsating
p
rub
by
laser in the early 1980s allowe
ed much ea
asiness for hologram artists
a
(Leonardo, 2001;
hologram
ms.co.uk: 2012; Nicho
olson, 2009).Examples:Ana Maria Nicholson’’s April(fig.9
9)
and Keitth Haring’s Portrait 199
90s, Sally W
Weber’s inte
erferograms
s, Al Razutis’sPose 200
07
(fig.6), Anaït
A
Arutun
noff Stephen
ns’s Scearch
hing 1997 (ffig.5).
Multi Ch
hannel Hollogram. Th
his type of h
hologramis produced
p
by
y the maskiing and multi
exposure
e methods of
o hologram patterns. M
More than one holograp
phic plate ca
an be used in
layers an
nd also can
n be multi exposed by
y using one
e or more than one patterns.
p
Th
his
technique provided much flexiibility for artists in terrms of man
nipulating the
t
form an
nd
colour. Multi-channe
M
el hologram
ms can be p
produced with these ho
olograms ex
xposed man
ny
times with laser light(Leonardo
o, 2001). E
Examples: Margeret
M
Be
enyon’s Tige
er Girl 1985,
Vildan Işık’s HoloSurret-V 2012 (fig.10).
Hologra
aphic Stere
eogram. This
T
techniq
que consistting of taking and co
ombining th
he
images from
f
differe
ent angles through ca
amera and computer, combines photography,
cinemato
ography and
d holography. Lloyd G. Cross, who
o is an Amerrican physic
cist, first too
ok
pictures turning aro
ound a pers
son or an o
object with traditional photographic diapositiv
ve
and then
n made thes
se series off diapositive
e holograms
s (fig.11). L
Later, he mounted thes
se
hologram
ms in a rolle
er which is 120˚
1
or 360
0˚ so revealled the firstt holographic stereogram
(Cross, 1992). Holographic stereogram
s
which was develope
ed by Cros
ss influence
ed
ably the use of hologrraphy artistiically. Gene
erally stereo
ograms are displayed by
b
considera
turning on
o an axis but
b the mov
vement and depth of pa
artial cylindrical holograms show up
u
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with view
wer's movem
ment which is in front of hologram
m (Leonardo
o, 2001).Example: Pau
ula
Dawson’s
s Luminous Presence 2007 (Dawso
on, 2008: 30
03).

Fig. 12. 36
60˚ Hologram.
ography, 19
978, 3600 cy
ylindrical wh
hite-light tra
ansmission
Richard Kostelanetz, On Holo
am, R .41.5 cm, h. 24 cm,
c
photo: Robert Halle
er, Pittsburg
gh, Penn. “T
The cylinderr
hologra
d by an elec
ctric motor a
at 1 rev/min
n” (Kostelan
netz, 1980: 40).
was rotated
360˚ Ho
ologram. There
T
are many
m
ways tto make ho
olograms wh
hich have effect of 360
0˚
parallax. 360˚ holografik stereogram, 360˚ cylindrical hologram and
d volumetrric
hologram
m are some of this kin
nd of hologrram (Saxby
y, 1994). Vo
olumetric ho
olograms are
images which
w
are ‘floating’ in th
he air, can s
see from all angles by tturning arou
und of peop
ple
but

alm
most

not

possible

to

make

it

witho
out

contro
olled

laborratory

tes
sts

(komar.c
cs.stthomas.edu). 360°
° holografik
k stereogram
ms and 360
0˚ cylindrical hologram
ms
are the most
m
common used by
y artist. Vild
dan Işık’s wo
ork which is
s called Hollo-Suret IV is
an exam
mple of this hologram. It
I is formed
d by combin
ning two 180˚ hologram
ms which are
recorded separately. This is also called inte
egral hologrram. Image formed in the middle of
the cylin
nder in th
he air and
d only can
n be displa
ayed by la
aser. Exam
mples: Aaro
on
Kurzen’sP
Primal Manifestation 1977
1
(Kurze
en, 1983: 10),
1
Ray Pa
ark’s Coexis
stence 2011,
Richard Kostelanetz’
K
’s On Hologrraphy 1978 (fig.12).
CONCLU
USION
Using diffferent dive
ersity of diffferent holo
ograms in art
a enriched
d visual expression an
nd
figuration
n also it enlarged the limitation
l
off many bran
nches of artt. It is also necessary to
emphasiz
ze holograp
phic art is not
n
limited just
j
is explained in this study. Th
here are als
so
many diversity of holograms which are used for artistic
a
purp
pose such as computer
generate
ed, embossed, rainbow
w, holograp
phic interferogram and
d digital hologram ettc.
which do
o not take place
p
in this study. If w
we regard th
hat holograp
phy is a technique whic
ch
still continue to dev
velop, it is possible
p
to s
say that it will
w be chan
nges in the diversities of
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holograms which are used in art. Because of complexity of holograph technique and high
of its cost, even if these pose an obstacle it will be used more common in art in time.
Thus, it will emerge a new philosophic trend between reality, virtuality and multi-sensory
areas.
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